


Mobile Workforce Enablement with
Microsoft Azure Mobile Services

Fast track the expansion, availability and efficiency of enterprise applications by making them available
across the spectrum of mobile devices. This empowers employees and vastly improves workforce
efficiency. Xavor Corporation can swiftly deliver next generation mobile experiences on mobile
platforms (iOS, Android and Windows) by leveraging Azure Mobile Services.

No Compromise on Policy, Governance and Security
Microsoft Azure ensures all data privacy and security concerns are met as your organization rolls out
new mobile based workflows. This includes patterns such as






Authenticate and authorize mobile users with your
existing on-premise directory server (MS Active
Directory)
Take your directory service to the cloud by migrating to
Active Directory Online to enable tightly controlled
mobile workflows
Tightly managed interaction with data across legacy
systems like Oracle, SharePoint, SAP etc.

Integrate with on-premises data (and Hybrid Cloud)
Maximize the ROI on your existing on-premise investments by enabling new mobile based experiences
to be built on top of existing on premise systems.



Azure enables mobile apps that consume data from your own
data center
Use Hybrid Connections and VPNs to build secure bridges
between on-premises data centers across the globe

Effortlessly Scale up/down to meet business needs
Don’t make expensive infrastructure investments to handle peak time loads or to account for future
scaling needs. Xavor can help you leverage the elasticity of the Azure Mobile Services cloud to go from
100 devices to supporting 100,000 seamlessly!





Auto-scale for both Mobile Apps and Notification to match
your Apps needs.
Pay only for what you need and let Azure cloud manage
resources accordingly.
With access to the global network of Microsoft managed
data centers, effortlessly reach users anywhere in the world.

Real-time notification and collaboration
Make the pervasiveness of mobile devices work for you by enabling critical business workflows that
need real-time communication using Azure Notification Hubs.



Broadcast personalized push notifications to millions of users in
minutes
Extend legacy on-premise systems to make use of the notifications
hubs easily

